When your mouse hovers over an entry, **this menu** will appear.

To start your first entry, **Double-click** on the text area as instructed on the screen. You can also edit the entry by clicking the edit link that appears on the menu when you hover over the entry.

Give your entry a specific **Title**. You may want to use the same naming scheme as your instructor, for example, L1B1.

**Tags** are words that others can use to search your Blog. For example, if your Blog mentions “Special Education” you can type `[[Special Education]]` in this area. You can have multiple tags within your blog. Any important topics or key words you use would make good tags.
Click the **New Entry** link when you are ready to add to your Blog.

Other students can leave comments on your thoughts.

Your entries will appear in the **Timeline** tab from this navigational box.

You can search the Blog by clicking the **Tags** tab. All of the Tags that have been created will appear here.